1999 jeep cherokee seat

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. The driver's side electric seat bracket has broken in two places
making the seat wobble. The contact owns a Jeep Grand Cherokee. While attempting to stop the
vehicle at 30 mph, the contact depressed the brake pedal with excessive force. As a result, the
seat detached and the contact was pinned between the steering column and seat. The contact
lost control of the vehicle. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was
notified of the failure. The failure mileage was approximately , The VIN was not provided. The
driver seat came off track or broke I've fixed it a few times but I think its a safety issue if I get
into a wreak I'm not protected my seat is almost in the back seat already laying on the car seat
of my kid, it moves when I turn or break, so if I get hit I'm going to be thrown out of my seat and
or car I've already got to take it to get he gas tank issue fixed, the tail lights not working right
I've gotten a few tickets for that now this I know I'm not the only one with this issue so I think
something should be done. Search CarComplaints. I was driving along, and made a left turn
when I heard a loud pop and felt my driver's seat become loose. It wobbles around and feels as
though it would go flying away if I were to be struck by another vehicle at any time. It makes the
car very hard to drive and feels very unsafe. I took it to the dealership as soon as I could get it
there and was told the part to fix it had been discontinued. I was advised to go and try to find a
seat at a pull apart place and take it all to an upholsterer to be fixed. I explained that the internet
warned against doing that as the used part is likely to break and that a fix was available at Jeep
seat bracket dot com. I asked the dealership to order and install this part, as I knew that
Chrysler knew about the problem and had been asked by NHTSA for a recall and has to date
refused to do so. I was asked to leave the dealership. The contact owns Jeep Grand Cherokee.
The contact stated while getting in and out of the vehicle, the driver's seat became loose
without warning. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer or mechanic. The vehicle was not
repaired. The manufacturer had not been notified. The failure mileage was , We have owned our
Grand Cherokee since - its been a great car but every single issue listed on this website has
befallen us. Currently K miles we have no heat on the driver side due to blend door assembly,
the airbag light goes off all the time and there is no heat in the drivers side seat. I am shocked
that so many people have the exact same issues and that to me says there is truly something
wrong. We also took part in a class action suit that covered some of the expenses we had in
continually replacing the brakes - especially the rotors which warp with out notice and can do
that if you just step on the brakes to hard! The contact stated that the front driver's side seat
bracket fractured, which caused the seat to wobble. The vehicle had not been repaired. The
manufacturer was not notified of the problem. The approximate failure mileage was , While
driving, the drivers seat had something break underneath it causing the seat to become more of
a rocking chair, wobbling back and forth and to the side. My 19 year old son was driving at the
time, and thank goodness he was preparing to stop at a stop sign and he almost was thrown
backwards. Now this vehicle is undriveable. Have called around to Jeep dealers and found out
that it is the power seat adjuster which needs replacing. Mopar has discontinued this part and it
is not available. I have seen on other complaints the same thing has happened to many others.
We need some kind of satisfaction on this obviously unsafe part. The drivers seat frame has
broken from regular use. Apparently the steel used is not the correct strength for the normal
use of the seat. Repairs will further weaken the structural integrity of the seat. Manufacturer
claims it is not covered under warranted. Drivers seat is broke, cant find a replacement, salvage
yard said this is a common problem for Jeep. On a recent day-long trip, the electric seat heater
on driver's side overheated, causing a 4" diameter badly blistered burn on the back of my leg.
The local dealer lithia in grants pass, or requested I submit this so he can make the proper
repairs free of charge as specified for the models. While parked, I leaned back in my seat and
the plate that connects to the floor broke. If I were in an accident and the same had happened, a
lot of good a seat belt would have done. The contact stated the front driver side seat partially
detached from the frame, which caused a rocking motion when driving. The vehicle was taken
an independent mechanic where the seat bracket was welded to the frame. Four months later,
the failure recurred and the vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of
the problem. The approximate failure was , No event triggered my seat failure, the seat track
frame broke and the seat is behaving like a rocking chair. It hurts my back to drive and is very
unsafe. This is my driver's front seat that is broken. I did nothing to cause it to break. This is
outrageous, a seat breaking in normal driving conditions at 70, miles, and I'm the original owner
and drive normally, and have had no accidents impacting my seat that broke abruptly. It's a
power seat, Laredo model, code fll5. This is a seriously defective and unsafe product, and I will
never buy another Jeep again. I own a Jeep Grand Cherokee I have had the driver seat welded 3

to 4 times since Now the seat and brackets are so bad drivers seat snapped near the top and
rear the bracket. I thank the powers that I wasn't driving in traffic when it happened I think Jeep
and the Chrysler Corp should replace my and all of these brackets in all Jeep before someone
dies as a result of the incident. The front left and rear right brackets on the drivers side seat
have shear completely in half. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Seat
Covers are custom fit specifically for the Jeep Cherokee in the following styles below. Jeep
Cherokee Seat Covers Jeep Cherokee seat covers are available for the following model years:
Custom Fit For All products are custom fit for the vehicle below Select Make. Select Model.
Neosupreme looks virtually identical to CR-Grade Neoprene, at a far more economical price.
Easy to clean and install, Neosupreme is a great choice for those on a budget. Coverking's
Spacer Mesh material is a great choice when you need comfort and breathability. Spacer Mesh
is a unique fabric with a large number of closely-spaced holes knit into the weave. The
characteristically porous nature of this material makes it breath more than most materials. A
great choice if you want a cool, dry and comfortable fabric. Coverking uses the genuine
CR-Grade Neoprene - not a lower grade. CR-Grade is used in surfing wetsuits. It has great water
resistance and a pleasing, cushion feel. Several two tone colors, including Hawaiian Prints.
CR-Grade Neoprene is the best choice for active lifestyles. They are also the easiest seat covers
to install. Exclusive licensed Mossy Oak camouflage print patterns in Coverking's Neosupreme
fabric. Available in all-over print or center panel print with black sides and back. Velour is the
perfect Custom Seat Cover material for luxury vehicles. This material is standard on some
luxury domestic cars, and matches perfectly with the factor interior. Velour doesn't stretch, and
so may be more challenging to install. Not the most comfortable material, but definitely the
toughest - repeated entry and exit, even with riveted jeans won't damage this material. Dogs,
cats, and kids don't stand a chance. Coverking uses Ballistic material, which has a water proof
inner coating. Because Cordura Plus is a stiff fabric, it will show more wrinkles than other
materials. Elegant and practical, Leatherette is a high-grade vinyl which is tough, easy to clean
and install, yet has the look and feel of genuine leather. Available in several colors, Leatherette
Custom Seat Covers will stand up to the abuse of kids and pets, then quickly clean up with a
wet sponge and be ready for a night on the town. Coverking Custom Saddleblanket Seat Covers
give the classic look of the wild west, updated with black neotex sides. Heavy duty polyester
Saddleblanket material is designed to last for years, and provides a distinctive western look.
Added foam gives additional cushioning. Spot clean with upholstery cleaner. Simple installation
and a great Coverking Custom Seat Cover fit! Exclusive licensed Realtree camouflage print
patterns in Coverking's Neosupreme fabric. This allows you to arrange the included 6 pouches
where you need them. The pouches are perfect for holding maps, ponchos, pistol magazines,
flashlights, compasses, shells, sunglasses, binoculars, you name it! Made from PVC, this
custom seat cover is the toughest Coverking has ever made. With its leather appearance and
texture, the Rhinohide custom seat cover looks amazingly sleek and smooth. Ultisuede
combines the softness of suede with the luxury of leatherette. The combination is breathable,
durable and stain-resistant. Featuring Genuine Kryptek Camo Designs. Coverking ultra luxury
suede is the material most suited for your dream car. Exclusively from Coverking ultra luxury
suede is given the high tech treatment to provide extraordinary luster yet provides a surface so
easy to clean. This material is coated with patented finish to give it a fine sheen and smooth
luxurious finish. Coverking introduces slip over, custom fit seat covers made with top grade
leather on the seating surface and Leatherette covering the rest of the seat. The luxury and
durability of genuine leather on the seating surface, combined with the famous Coverking
Custom fit make a great combination. Now available for virtually all cars, trucks, vans, and
SUVs, at a surprisingly competitive price. Easy to install and easy to clean add up to a good
choice for all-around seat cover use. Note - Poly-Cotton seat covers are not waterproof and will
not protect from water, snow, or extreme dirt. Discussion in ' Cherokee ' started by Rod , Sep 9,
Log in or Sign up. Welcome to Jeeps. You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access,
you need to register for a FREE account. What Jeep year and models' seats fit a 99 Cherokee?
Post Reply. Bought my 16 yr old son a Cherokee. The back seat has been taken out. Anyone
know what other years and models would fit back in without mods. Thanks Rod. Rod , Sep 9,
JKBob 25 likes this. That's a great looking Jeep! Sorry, but I'm not sure what different years
would swap in. Very popular Cherokee model so plenty out there. There was a final update to
the Cherokee in the last few years so your best bet is to stick with '99 and up as the others will
probably be too old and beat up. Welcome to the forum. Good lookin XJ. I owned a 00 for 14
years. Had the back seat folded up most of those years. I think your best bet would be a salvage
yards. JKBob 25 , Sep 9, Thanks guys, local salvage yard has many Jeeps. Anywhere from 95 to
All Grand Cherokees and 4 doors. One 01 Cherokee, but also 4 door. Didn't want to go to the
trouble of taking out back seat
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and it not work. Rod , Sep 10, JKBob 25 , aggrex and chris4x4 like this. When you make the
swap, post a picture if you don't mind. Good looking rig, interesting front fenders. The 4 door XJ
rear seats should work fine. Front seats however good luck if you ever want to replace those
with factory seats. Prerunner , Sep 11, Will do Chris. Prerunner, the fenders are metal and were
custom made by the guy that built the Jeep. Along with custom bent bumpers and side rails. My
son and I are having to refinish the fenders. The bondo he used didn't hold up. Going back with
lead and body filler. I was told the front seats are from a Rubicon. The Jeep has lots of extras.
Think it was a good buy for my son. It only has a little over 60, miles on it. He's been enjoying it.
Rod , Sep 12, Prerunner , Sep 12, Show Ignored Content. Spectra Complete Radiator CU
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